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Every year the editor takes a holiday – whether deserved or not! This usually means that he is away at the time when he
would assemble one issue of our newsletters. Hence we have a bumper edition to tide the reader over two months. This
also means that he will be unable to attend the national conference in Torquay, so he hopes you will go yourself to the
south coast‟s Riviera and witness this splendid event first hand. There is nothing better! So if you have not yet booked
please either go onto the conference website or phone up and book your place now. Details in our diary section.
Special to this edition we are pleased to bring you a report on the recent Garden Party held by neighbouring Salisbury
UKIP. As the editor could not go, John Butler of Poole UKIP, and author of their excellent newsletter, was able to do so
and has penned this report for you, for which we thank him profusely:
The Salisbury Garden Party Lunch was well supported. Around 30 - 40 members, mainly from Salisbury and other
Wiltshire branches, enjoyed a fine afternoon and an excellent cold buffet lunch, including some beautiful pavlovas made
from locally picked raspberries. It was good to talk and 'network' a bit with some UKIP members outside of the
County/Region and get some different perspectives on things. Jeremy Nieboer gave a very interesting speech, focusing
on the abolition of the Regional Spatial Strategy (and with it the hated housing targets). Instead, Councils will be able to
decide local housing issues on the basis of 'local evidence and needs'. Will this mean true local democracy again at
last, or will it all end up as before, being driven by Whitehall ? We will have to wait and see. Jeremy also talked about
energy policy and the imminent threat to our supplies presented by Global Warming ideology. His solution is for UKIP
to recommend two independent Royal Commissions; one to examine (objectively) the 'science' behind the debate; the
second, to look at all alternative energy sources, including nuclear, with a view to a national plan to safeguard our
energy supplies long term.
Deputy party Leader Viscount Monkton of Brenchley paid his first official visit to Bournemouth
for a one day UKIP conference on the last Sunday of July. The event, organised by Christchurch
UKIP featured speeches, amongst others, by Christchurch Chairman Rollo Reed who answered in a
comprehensive fashion the oft-heard question on „how would our trade and jobs suffer on leaving
the EU?‟ – simply that they would not; and also John Myers who listed the things he could not
believe about the EU; and Professor Tim Congdon CBE, UKIP‟s own economist also addressed the
gathering. The conference was honoured to welcome UKIP‟s new Deputy Leader Viscount
Monkton as a guest speaker. He emphasised that we would not loose trade and jobs by leaving the
EU, and that the country‟s financial woes would virtually disappear overnight when we get out. See a section of his
speech on YouTube through this link: http://alturl.com/ftpyv
As we were about to go to print the best news possible was announced. UKIP has effectively won
its appeal against the Electoral Commission who had wanted to fine UKIP £349,216.00 in respect
to Alan Bown‟s lapse from the electoral Register. The law had been intended to stop foreign
businessmen and residents donating to UK political parties to win influence on policies etc. Lord
Philips, the President of the seven judges of the Supreme Court of Appeal of the Westminster
Magistrates Court, agreed with UKIP that the spirit of the law should not include people who were
legitimate UK residents who were available to be on the electoral register. Alan Bown [right] had
slipped off the register for several months before he realised his absence. UKIP were required to
pay just £14,481.00, the amount that had been donated between the realisation of the error and Mr Bown‟s reinstatement
on the register. Alan Bown commented on the result: "I am pleased and relieved that all this is over. We will now launch
a massive UKIP membership drive, through a concerted leafleting campaign".
Lord Pearson, our Party Leader, added "We are delighted with the result. We can now concentrate on our job... working
towards Britain leaving the European Union". Now the Sword of Damocles has been sheathed, it seems we have
£334,735 presumably less legal fees to put towards that good cause.
It was good to see Nigel Farage‟s return to top form on BBC TV. The leader of the UKIP MEPs was on the panel of the
last Questiontime of the season which was broadcast from Hartlepool. He received a warm response on all he said
throughout the programme, confirming that Hartlepool is good UKIP territory. We certainly have a good record there.

Marta Andreasen has been applying considerable pressure on Spanish MEPs and government to
change the ludicrous and heartbreaking policies of compulsory demolition of Spanish properties that
have fallen foul of the recent property laws in Spain. The Coastal Laws are now under a full review
with the expectation of a major overhaul. The Spanish Prime Minister José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero
was livid about Marta‟s intervention, but despite that has ordered the review. Hundreds of British
retirees face ruin if this law continues in the same form, in common with other retirees from all over
Europe who have put their savings in these new properties.
The French Government boldly banned the wearing of the Burka and Niqab in public. True to form the weak British
government, the Con-Dem alliance, rolled over and said through Immigration Minister Damian Green that the Burkas
was „empowering for women.‟ This is despite Belgium having a partial ban, with legislation currently passing through
their parliament for a comprehensive ban and Turkey, Tunisia and Syria banning the full face Niqab from their
Universities, schools, libraries & government buildings. No doubt this ruling will only encourage the hard-liner Muslims
from France to emigrate to the Islamic Republic of Britain. We also saw an Imam on television argue that the Adhan, the
Muslim call to prayer usually broadcast through loud speakers on their Mosques‟ minarets, is no more intrusive than the
ringing of Church bells at 8am on Sundays, He omitted to mention that the Adhan is made 5 times a day including
around 5am, seven days a week. That is 35 calls to prayer against the church bells peeling twice plus the odd practice,
none being in the middle of the night. The government must wake up to the this creeping Islamisation of our country and
put an end to it, before racial hatred becomes so stirred up that Enoch Powell‟s „Rivers of Blood‟ become a reality. See
this yourself with this clip from Skye news:
http://alturl.com/6tmzg
From the beginning of July dotting parents and grandparents can photograph their little ones at school Sport‟s Days and
school productions without fear of censure from Head teachers or Police. New guidelines have been issued by School‟s
Commissioner David Smith, overruling the leftwing belief that the Data Protection Act prohibited this. At last some
commonsense has prevailed.
However commonsense is seriously missing in the case of the Justice Secretary Kenneth Clarke‟s
statement that short prison sentences don‟t work, attempting to justify his policy of sending less
criminals to prison. As a UKIP spokesman says: “It would be unthinkable to cut shorter jail
terms. It would be giving the drug addict shop-lifters a licence to steal at will to fund their habit.
What Clarke seems to be ignoring is the fact that before a petty criminal is sent to prison, they
will have been convicted many times over. So it is not the prison sentence that is failing them in
the first instance, it is the very same community sentence he’s pinning his hopes on, that has
failed many times before the criminal is sent to prison. He is also being disingenuous about the UK crime figures. If you
look at how many prison sentences are given per 1000 crimes, the UK has one of the lowest rates in Europe. This means
that more of our crimes are being committed by fewer individuals – and those people should go to prison for longer, not
be allowed to carry on as if they’ve done no wrong.”
Our country‟s industrious globetrotting leader recently visited Turkey. Comrade Cameron said "When I think about
what Turkey has done to defend Europe as a Nato ally, and what Turkey is doing today in Afghanistan, alongside our
European allies, it makes me angry that your progress towards EU membership can be frustrated in the way it has been.
My view is clear. I believe it is just wrong to say that Turkey can guard the camp but not be allowed to sit in the tent. So
I will remain your strongest possible advocate for EU membership and greater influence at the top table of European
diplomacy." So he is happy for the UK and the rest of the EU to allow another 80m immigrants into the club, risking
further UK job losses for British people, and further Islamisation of the member states. How out of touch can a man be
who is meant to be in charge of our country? One wonders what they teach their pupils at Eton nowadays. Certainly not
history as the same person appears to think that we were the junior party to the USA forces in 1940 – when in fact they
did not declare war until 8th December 1941. Nice of Obama not to point out his guest‟s mistake – very polite!
See Melanie Philip‟s take on Cameron:

http://alturl.com/i56xx

The great power con continues despite the temporary demise of the Labour government. Chris Huhne of the left wing
Liberal Party and coalition Energy Secretary believes that new measures will cost the average gas/electric account
holder in the region of £300 a year to implement. Plans include 44,000 wind turbines as well as nuclear power [the latter
being UKIP policy], being two of 32 measures announced. Customers are also expected to use less power as homes etc
become more efficient.

The Western Morning News has increased its letter pages due to financial restraints. This is a marvellous opportunity
for you to write to them with an increased chance of inclusion. Let‟s see if we can get published in every edition! Send
them by email to this address: http://www.thisiswesternmorningnews.co.uk//emaileditor.html If you don‟t have email
please write your letter and send to someone who has, so they can forward it on for you. The Chairman when not on
holiday would be pleased to do this for you.
There were a series of District Council by-elections in July where UKIP had a presence. These are the results:
Kerry Smith – 15.5% (Basildon Council, Nethermayne ward)
Jen Walsh – 10.5% (Torbay Council, St. Mary’s & Summercombe ward)
Leon Stedman - 9.5% (Babergh Council, Great Conrad North ward)
David Fairweather – 6.9% (Cherwell Council, Kidlington North ward)
Josephine Evans – 4.2% (Corfe Mullen South ward).
Links of the Month:
The UK Tax free plan:

http://www.taxfree15.org.uk/p/action-plan.html

How the EU elite have got it wrong, according to OpenEurope:

http://alturl.com/xmucq

OpenEurope’s list of the ‘Top 50 examples of new EU waste’:

http://alturl.com/ghk8q

Hunt the National Archives free for a piece of legislation:

www.legislation.gov.uk

This month in a longer than usual piece reflecting the two month run of this
newsletter, Jeremy Nieboer discusses two of the major issues facing this
country at the moment - planning reforms and the cost of energy:

"The Con-Dem coalition has been prompt to announce some fundamental reforms touching on
the key issues of EU Regionalisation and also on the democratic process as it applies to planning
decisions.
As you will know the EU has used the policy of government through the regions as a means of by-passing elected
national parliaments and administrations and extending dependence on the EU politburo. It has done this through the
Committee of the Regions and by the use of the so called Cohesion Fund and also the Regional Development Fund. I
understand that we get £100 for every £260 of our money under this system. This is intended by the Commission to
extend EU competence and to deepen 'integration' by depleting national governments of authority in key areas
particularly in over planning since control over land use confers economic power. Through the Regional Policy
Commissioner, the EU Economic and Social Committee, the UK Regional Spatial Strategy and UK Regional
Development Authorities the EU is able to guide UK policies on housing and infrastructure projects to ensure that they
are in line with EU Commission objectives. These have increasingly been imposed on local planning authorities without
any democratic oversight or enquiry.
It is therefore welcome news that the coalition is to 'restore to neighbourhoods power to determine the shape of places
in which their inhabitants live' by abolishing the entire bureaucratic and undemocratic tier of regional planning,
including the Regional Spatial Strategy and all regional building targets. The coalition has announced that it will end
all Regional Planning Guidance and abolish the Regional Development Agencies. The Infrastructure Planning
Commission (IPC) is to be abolished and replaced by a unit in the Planning Inspectorate. All major infrastructure
project decisions now have to involve full consultation with local communities. To give momentum to these policies a
Minister for Decentralisation has been appointed.
However, whilst all this is most heartening there remains the crucial and urgent question of how we are to provide for
our national energy needs and in particular how we are to generate sufficient power to serve the needs of industry and
of consumers. Before its abolition the IPC had 15 wind turbine and 4 nuclear power generation projects to consider - it
did not in fact deal with any project during its existence. Decisions are urgently needed on these but must not be made
other than in the service of an energy policy based on scientific reality and the overwhelming need to provide politically
secure long term energy generation with consistent affordable and stable pricing.
The greatest threat to our long term prosperity and economic stability is now the withering ineptitude of the former
Labour government to provide a secure and stable supply of power for the country's needs. The essential issues as to
energy policy have been skewed and obscured by an irrational obsession with the question of CO2 emissions and their

supposed impact on global temperature. The consequences of this obsession are very grave. They involve the crippling
of manufacturing industry and a colossal burden of what is in truth additional taxation of our industrial base and of the
consumer.
The cost of complying with the EU and UK climate change legislation, levies, targets, subsidies and emission
restrictions is truly fantastic. The appalling financial predicament into which industry and the consumer have been
placed by this obsession has now been analysed in a recent publication "British Energy Policy and the Threat to
Manufacturing Industry" (Ruth Lea and Jeremy Nicholson: Civitas). The Department of Energy and Climate Change
itself computes that by 2020 the aggregate cost to industry of these financial burdens will be an additional 70%
minimum of the current of energy cost (disregarding inflation).
No manufacturing concern can bear these costs and remain competitive. Industry requires stable and consistent energy
prices since for major manufacturing entities (particularly in chemicals, steel, glass, paper, industrial gases, aluminium
and cement production) energy costs are the most critical potential variable. I should add that for the consumer the
DECC puts the aggregate increase in energy costs at a minimum of 33%. Such figures are almost certainly
underestimates.
The consequence of all this is that such industries will migrate to other jurisdictions where they can effectively compete
in global markets. Indeed this is already happening. There is also no doubt that foreign inward investment will fall
significantly and that unemployment will become an endemic and insoluble problem to an extent that will further
accelerate our economic decline.
Nor is the cost of energy the only tsunami that is going to overwhelm us unless we act immediately. If we do not invest
immediately in new generation nuclear power stations and/or coal or fired power stations there is no possibility of our
providing from our own resources for the energy shortfall that will occur when the present generation of nuclear and
coal powered power stations become decommissioned. All but one of our nuclear power stations were built over 30
years ago and will need to be closed within the next 10 years. Our existing larger coal and oil fired powers stations are
due to close in the next 5 years under the EU's 'Large Combustion Plants' directive. The sombre fact is that, as John
Hutton, the then energy minister, stated to the Labour Party conference in August 2008 - in a rare moment of objective
honesty - "no coal and no nuclear means no power, no future". 2 weeks later he was removed from office.
It must be understood that the shortfall in energy supplies with be far greater than in any other period of modern history
- it will be of the order of 40% at times of peak demand. Severe cuts in power are certain to occur unless an immediate
decision is made to go forward with new hydrocarbon and/or nuclear fuelled power station construction. Any decision
to commit us further to oil or gas exposes us to the risk of geo-political constraints not least those that may be imposed
by Russia and the Middle East.
There is no possibility whatsoever of the energy shortfall being met by wind or tidal power and I will deal with this
more fully in the next newsletter. May I just conclude this contribution to the newsletter by stating what must be obvious
to any detached observer - namely that our country has been led into a wholly unreal and fantasy world in
which language is drained of all meaning and where rational enquiry and decision has been paralysed by the curse of
wishful thinking. Unless those by whom we are governed have the courage to see and act on the true realities we will all
pay a terrible price to an extent that exceeds by far the constraints that the appalling mismanagement of our affairs by
Blair/Brown are now beginning to impose on us."
‘What the media is saying’:


The FT notes that research by the Economist Intelligence Unit commissioned by RBC Capital Markets reveals that world
business leaders see a growing risk that the eurozone could break up in the next three years. Half of the 440 chief
executives and heads of banks questioned say there is a greater than 50 percent chance of one or more countries leaving the
eurozone by 2013. More than a third (36 percent) see at least a 25 percent chance of a complete breakup over the same
period. Germany is perceived as the fifth most likely country to pull out, which the article notes may reflect the
respondents' concern that Berlin may lose confidence in monetary union if the crisis continues.

 The eureferendum blogspot.com shows that, in the space of two years, the British Council has spent more that £3.5 million
of British taxpayers' money on climate change propaganda – according to information released under the Freedom of
Information Act. It has been spent on recruiting young people in 60 countries to pressurise world leaders to "take action on
climate change". This included funding groups to attend the December Copenhagen summit in order to take part in

demonstrations. Founded in 1934 to promote Britain's international cultural relations, and funded heavily by the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office (FCO), this body until recently chaired by Lord Kinnock has become one of Britain's lead
bodies overseas, in promoting the climate change agenda.


As reported in the Telegraph, Britain‟s military will be made smaller, lighter and more dependent on foreign allies as
budget cuts hit defence according to the Armed Forces minister. Nick Harvey, a Liberal Democrat, said that while the
Forces needed to maintain the ability to “apply lethal force”, Cold War models of large standing armies were no longer
relevant. He said the military had to become more agile and adaptable; more mobile; better integrated; and better merged
with “other levels of national power and influence, at home and abroad”. Some experts and officers believe such a move
threatens Britain‟s independence and could leave the country unable to defend itself if forced to fight alone.



Both the Mail and Telegraph report that the EU has fined Britain more than £150 million for failing to display the EU flag
as part of EU funded projects. The fines relate to the £3.8billion given to the UK by the European Regional Development
Fund, which has strict rules on the display of the EU flag on any project accepting cash.



The multi-million pound battle to kick hate preacher Abu Hamza out of Britain has descended into farce. Ten human rights
judges suspended his extradition to face terror charges in the United States on the grounds that the Americans might jail
him for “too long.”The extraordinary decision will cause more delays to the scandalous extradition saga which has so far
lasted more than six years. As reported in the Express.



The Express also makes it clear that nearly one million new Eastern European migrants could arrive in Britain due to a
loophole in EU law. Citizens of the former Soviet republic of Moldova have been granted rights to live and work here and
in the EU by neighbours Romania. More than 120,000 already have Romanian passports and 800,000 are understood to
have applied. UKIP Leading Spokesman Nigel Farage said: “Any pretence that Britain can control its borders, or that
immigration can be contained while we stay in the European Union is destroyed by this revelation.”



The Telegraph reports that the cost of privately educating children of EU officials will increase by 12.5 percent to £147
million over the next year. EU civil servants, or diplomats, are entitled to free schooling in 14 taxpayer funded 'European
schools' as an entitlement alongside generous pay and pensions. By 2013, the school bill will increase by 24 percent to £163
million, meaning that in three years time British taxpayers will be paying an annual £22 million contribution to the private
schooling of EU officials' children.



Following the Commission's announcement that it will increase its research and development budget, Handelsblatt carries
the headline "EU projects are running out of control". The article notes that various high-tech projects are running over
budget, including the EU's satellite navigation system, Galileo, which will need €2.5 billion more on top of its current
budget of €3.4 billion euro.



An El Mundo blog piece by UKIP MEP Marta Andreasen questions why the EU's budget continues to rise when national
budgets are being slashed.

FOR YOUR DIARY
Do you need transport to get to a meeting? Or can you provide transport to a meeting? Please contact John Baxter a.s.a.p.
so he can liaise. Especially needed for the First-Thursday meetings.
THURSDAY 5th AUGUST 2010 - 7.30pm onwards – FIRST-THURSDAY MEETING:
Dorset Branch Library and minishop available at this meeting. At the Charlton Inn, Bournemouth Road,
Charlton Marshall, DT11 9NH. Our regular informal evening of food, drink and chat. Do one or all three! Call
John Baxter for further details if needed on 01202 897 884. All are welcome – members, their guests,
prospective members or the just curious! Joint event with other local branches.
THURSDAY 2nd SEPTEMBER 2010 - 7.30pm onwards – FIRST-THURSDAY MEETING:
For those not attending the conference. Dorset Branch Library and minishop available at this meeting. At the
Charlton Inn, Bournemouth Road, Charlton Marshall, DT11 9NH. Our regular informal evening of food, drink
and chat. Do one or all three! All are welcome – members, their guests, prospective members or the just curious!
Joint event with other local branches.
THURSDAY 2nd to 4th SEPTEMBER 2010 – UKIP ANNUAL CONFERENCE:
The UKIP annual conference will be held at the Riviera International Conference Centre in Torquay TQ2 5LZ.
The conference will be held from Thursday, September 2 nd to Saturday September 4th. Full details with booking
form on back page of the June 2010 ‟Independence‟ Magazine or ring 01626 831290.
Chairman‟s reception: 8pm Thurs 2nd September £15
- Leader‟s buffet lunch 1pm Fri 3rd September £15
rd
Conference Gala Dinner 7pm Friday 3 September £30 - 2 day Conference pass 3rd & 4th September £28.
1 day Conference Pass Friday 3rd September £20
- 1 day Conference Pass Saturday 4th September £15.
th
Book by Friday 20 August. Online booking available at: http://alturl.com/kwky where there are also further details.
THURSDAY 7th OCTOBER 2010 - 7.30pm onwards – FIRST-THURSDAY MEETING:
Dorset Branch Library and minishop available at this meeting. At the Charlton Inn, Bournemouth Road,
Charlton Marshall, DT11 9NH. Our regular informal evening of food, drink and chat. Do one or all three! Call
John Baxter for further details if needed on 01202 897 884. All are welcome – members, their guests,
prospective members or the just curious! Joint event with other local branches.

SATURDAY 23rd OCTOBER 2010 – Charity Table Top Sale with refreshments – 10am – 12noon
Organised by Dorset branches, a Table Top Sale with added extras such as teas & coffees, and much
more. Fully open to the public. Providing loads of free parking, the central venue will be the Village
Hall, Newfield Rd, Pimperne DT11, near Blandford where we hold our AGMs. Final details in our next
edition as well as on various local UKIP websites. Enquiries to Diana Butler on 01202 602427 - or John
Baxter on 01202 897884 or by email at john@ukipdorsetnorth.org.uk Please look out any items that you think would be suitable
for sale: books, cakes, bric-a-brac, plants, Christmas items, but please not electrical items, cloths or shoes. Proceeds will go to the
Dorset & Somerset Air Ambulance, and the event is expected to be widely advertised, including on their website. Where possible
we would like the items in advance. You can either drop them off to the organisers, bring them to a First-Thursday meeting or even
ring John Baxter to arrange collection [if practical]. To help with advertising we will let you have a flyer with the October newsletter
or you can download it from our website. Please put it up in local shops, places of work, clubs or on your cars and windows.

Other Regular UKIP Events in Neighbouring Constituencies:
SALISBURY

WELLS BRANCH

BRANCH

On the 4th Thursday of the
month [excluding August &
December], at 12.30 UKIP
Salisbury
branch
have
a
lunchtime social at the Green
Dragon, Old Road, Alderbury,
Salisbury,
SP5
2AR.
Ring
Margaret Strange on 01980 623907 for details. The Green
Dragon may originally in part be the Blue Dragon in Charles
Dickens’s ‘Martin Chuzzlewit.’
www.ukipsalisbury.org

Wells Constituency Association meets
regularly on the evening of the last
Monday of every month in the
downstairs room at the back of
The Kings Head,
36 High Street, Wells, Somerset,
BA5 2SG.
Contact Wyn Thomas at
gbthomas@ukonline.co.uk

or email jharvey1917@btinternet.com
EAST DEVON BRANCH

EXETER BRANCH
Pub evening 1st Tuesday of the month.
Ralph Gay 01392 679187

Come and have lunch in
East Devon on
the first Tuesday of every month
at the White Hart Inn,
Church Street, Woodbury,
Devon, EX5 1HN.

CHELTENHAM Coffee Morning
nd

2 Saturday of the month
Alan Stone 01242 515439
CHIPPENHAM & N WILTS Pub night

Telephone John Kelly on 01395 276130.

1st Wednesday of the month
Lysley Arms, Pewsham SN15 3RU 7pm

Perhaps even get to meet the legendary John Kelly!

Helpful contact information:
Branch Officers: John L. Baxter, Chairman. Charles Upton, Treasurer.
Jeremy Nieboer, Betty Dandridge, David L Baxter Committee.
Contact address: Greenacres, Angel Lane, Longham, Ferndown, Dorset, BH22 9DZ. 01202 897 884
Former Parliamentary Candidate : Jeremy Nieboer: Telephone:

01747 858 273

email: jeremynieboer@btinternet.com

Address: Church House, Motcombe, Shaftesbury, Dorset SP7 9NT
Newsletter Editor: John Baxter. [Any views expressed in this newsletter are the editor’s & not necessarily UKIP’s]
Branch and Committee Email: john@ukipdorsetnorth.org.uk
Other UKIP Websites:

Branch website: http://www.ukipsw.org/dorsetnorth

www.ukipdorset.org www.ukip.org Original branch website: www.ukipdorsetnorth.org.uk

The outstanding Bournemouth West Website: http://www.westbournemouthukip.com/main.htm
Historic Blog Site [not current]: http://ukipnorthdorset.blogspot.com/ live: http://englandexpects.blogspot.com/
William Dartmouth MEP’s Website:
Trevor Coleman MEP’s Website:

http://www.williamdartmouth.com
please follow the link on: www.ukip.org

Between 16 & 35? UKIP Youth Email:
lisa.duffy2@tesco.net and website
http://www.youngindependence.org
The group of which UKIP is a member http://www.efdgroup.eu/
Our Headquarters’ details: Telephone: 01626 830 630.

Email: mail@ukip.org

Postal Address: Lexdrum

House, King Charles Business Park, Old Newton Road, Heathfield, Newton Abbot, Devon. TQ12 6UT.

If you are not a Dorset North UKIP member and no longer want to receive a copy of our monthly newsletter do please let us
know. We as a branch also need to make efficiencies! However if you would like to continue to be on the mailing list that is fine.
Email preferred but not essential. Pleased to have you aboard.

